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Abstract

This study reveals the micro-mechanisms of fatigue crack nucleation and growth in a commercial high-pressure die cast automotive

AZ91E-T4 Mg component. Mechanical fatigue tests were conducted under R ¼ �1 conditions on specimens machined at different

locations in the casting at total strain amplitudes ranging from 0.02% to 0.5%. Fracture surfaces of specimens that failed in the high

cycle fatigue regime with lives spanning two orders of magnitude were examined using a scanning electron microscope. The difference

in lives for theMg specimens was primarily attributed to a drastic difference in nucleation site sizes, which ranged from several hundred

lm�s to several mm�s. A secondary effect may include the influence of average secondary dendrite arm spacing and average grain size.

At low crack tip driving forces (Kmax < 3:5MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
) intact particles and boundaries act as barriers to fatigue crack propagation, and

consequently the cracks tended to avoid the interdendritic regions and progress through the cells, leaving a fine striated pattern in this

single-phase region. At high driving forces (Kmax > 3:5MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
) fractured particles and boundary decohesion created weak paths for

fatigue crack propagation, and consequently the cracks followed the interdendritic regions, leaving serrated markings as the crack

progressed through this heterogeneous region. The ramifications of the results on future modeling efforts are discussed in detail.

� 2003 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A recent push by the automotive industry to lower

the fuel consumption and cost of production automo-

biles is providing enhanced motivation for the study of

lightweight cast materials for structural components.

Cast materials have clear economic advantage compared

to wrought materials for mass production of compo-

nents due to their lower long-term processing and as-

sembly costs. On the other hand, processing related
variability of monotonic and fatigue properties curtail

the potential advantage of cast materials. Although cast

and wrought materials can often have comparable

maximum properties, cast materials typically show

considerably more scatter in fatigue and monotonic

properties. Consequently, castings have typically been
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designed by a worst-case-scenario paradigm, whereby

the component is assumed to have the weakest material
in the location of the highest stresses. Such an approach

leads to over-designed components with material placed

in unnecessary regions of the casting. The variability

in the properties of as-cast materials is a direct

consequence of the extremely strong dependence of the

resulting microstructure on local solidification mecha-

nisms. For example, the dimensions of the casting dic-

tate the local cooling rate, which in turn produces a
geometry dependent dendrite cells size and porosity le-

vel. A more robust design methodology for cast com-

ponents would entail predicting the distribution of

critical microstructural parameters as a function of the

geometry of the casting, followed by life estimation

based on the predicted microstructural features.

To facilitate the interactive microstructure-based de-

sign of cast components for long life behavior, the
mechanisms of fatigue and the sources of variability
ll rights reserved.
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must be linked to critical microstructural features in the

as-cast material. The present study examines the links

between fatigue mechanisms and microstructure in cast

magnesium (Mg) alloys, which have found a myriad of

applications in industry [1–3]. The low density of Mg
alloys combined with their reasonable cost, strength,

and machining capacity make them attractive for nu-

merous structural applications. On the contrary, a dis-

advantage of cast Mg based alloys is their relatively

poor corrosion resistance. Ongoing work [4–6] in the

area of corrosion has focused on linking the corrosion

performance to microstructural constituents in cast Mg

in an effort to help design corrosion resistant materials.
Emerging processing studies have also improved our

understanding of the links between the solidification

variables and as-cast microstructures in Mg alloys [7].

Commensurate with the evolution of knowledge and

material behavior in the areas of corrosion and solidi-

fication, fatigue-microstructure relationship in cast Mg

alloys must also be analyzed.

Previous work focusing on the mechanical behavior
of cast Mg has examined the monotonic [7–14], high-

temperature creep [9,10], and cyclic [15–18] properties of

cast Mg alloys. These fundamental studies have proven

that the properties of cast Mg depend very strongly on

the processing conditions; however, a link to micro-

structure is often not made, particularly under cyclic

loading conditions. For example, one study has outlined

the relationship between microstructure and local frac-
ture mechanisms under monotonic loading [13], but

such information is not available for fatigue loading

conditions in die cast AZ91 materials. Most previous

work on the fatigue of cast Mg has focused on the ap-

plication of macroscopic empirical fatigue life correla-

tions [17,18] or on the effects of mechanical alloying on

fatigue resistance [16]. To significantly build upon these

initial fatigue studies, the micro-mechanisms of fatigue
in cast Mg alloys must be examined. Given information

on the critical micro-mechanisms of fatigue crack for-

mation and growth, modeling capabilities can be de-

veloped that can predict fatigue life and variability as a

function of the microstructure.

In the present study fatigue mechanisms in cast

AZ91E-T4 magnesium are examined. The specimens

used for the fatigue study were machined from different
locations of a commercial high-pressure die cast auto-

mobile component. Mechanical fatigue tests were con-

ducted under R ¼ �1 conditions and constant total
Table 1

Composition of AZ91E cast magnesium

Mg Al Zn Mn Si

Balance 8.1–9.3 0.40–1.0 0.17–0.35 0.20

Max

Values in percent.
strain amplitudes varying from 0.02% to 0.5%. The high

cycle fatigue (HCF) lives of the specimens were discov-

ered to vary by several orders of magnitude. The frac-

ture surfaces and grip regions of selected specimens

cycled until failure under HCF conditions were exam-
ined with scanning electron microscope (SEM) and op-

tical microscopy. The purpose of the microscopy was to

determine the role of the microstructure on fatigue crack

nucleation and subsequent fatigue crack growth. Par-

ticular emphasis was placed on elucidating the nucle-

ation sites and microstructural paths of fatigue cracks

during different stages of the specimen life. Following

the presentation of the experimental results, the ramifi-
cations on the future of prediction and prevention of

fatigue in die-cast AZ91E-T4 alloys is discussed.
2. Materials and methods

The composition of the AZ91E-T4 cast magnesium

employed for the present study is shown in Table 1.
Small fatigue specimens with a 3 mm� 7 mm rectan-

gular gage cross section were extracted from a com-

mercial high-pressure automotive die cast component.

The details of the casting process are proprietary.

However, the as-cast microstructure in the grip (unde-

formed) section of selected test specimens was examined,

since the purpose of this study is to link microstructural

features to fatigue mechanisms. The dependence of mi-
crostructural features on casting parameters is beyond

the scope of this study, but has been recently docu-

mented [8]. Constant amplitude fatigue tests were con-

ducted in strain control at total strain amplitudes

ranging from 0.02% to 0.5% (R ¼ �1, frequency¼ 0.5

Hz) on the machined specimens. The tests were con-

ducted in laboratory air at a temperature of 25 �C. After

cyclic saturation in the fatigue tests, the machine feed-
back mode was switched to load control and the fre-

quency was increased to 10 Hz.

The undeformed microstructure was examined with

an optical microscope and SEM. Undeformed micro-

structural specimens were extracted from the grip sec-

tion of selected specimens and were examined in the

as-polished and etched states. A Nital etchant was used

to elucidate the grain boundaries and solidification in-
duced dendrite structures within the grains. The average

secondary dendrite arm spacing in undeformed samples

was estimated by measuring the spacing at about ten
Fe Cu Ni Other

0.005 0.015 0.001 0.01 (0.30)

Max Max Max Max total (each)
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spatial locations throughout the specimen and then av-

eraging the results. The average grain size was estimated

by averaging the size of grains on the specimen cross

section.

Local fatigue mechanisms were evaluated by exam-
ining the fracture surfaces of samples with the SEM

using either secondary electron imaging (SEI) or back-

scatter electron imaging (BEI). When information con-

taining the spatial arrangement of a particular phase

was required, BEI was used. BEI differs from SEI in that

contrast depends on the atomic mass of the constituent

elements of a particular phase. Because of this, phases

comprised of higher atomic mass elements create more
backscatter electrons and thus appear brighter on the

SEM image. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis

was used to determine the phases present in SEM

samples.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Fatigue tests

Total strain amplitude versus cycles to failure data

from 34 AZ91E-T4 Mg specimens are presented in

Fig. 1. The variability in the fatigue life of the small

specimens exceeds two orders of magnitude for a given

applied strain in the HCF regime. The variability in the

fatigue life data in the low cycle fatigue regime is less
severe, although still one order of magnitude on life. The

smooth function of the maximum life as a function of

applied strain amplitude may represent the limit to

which microstructural refinement will improve fatigue

properties in cast AZ91 Mg.

Four representative samples loaded at HCF ampli-

tudes of 0.10% and 0.075% in Fig. 2 were chosen for

analysis, and are designated as Samples S1 (0.075%), S2
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Fig. 1. Strain-life curve of AZ91E-T4 magnesium alloy.

Fig. 2. (a) Optical images from a polished cross section of the grip

section of sample S1 shows gas pore and illustrates dendrite mor-

phology. (b) Optical images from a polished cross section of the grip

section of sample S3 shows porosity and illustrates a similar dendrite

morphology to that of S1. (c) Optical images from a polished cross

section of the grip section of sample S4 shows more porosity than S1

and S3 but illustrates a similar dendrite morphology.
(0.10%), S3 (0.075%), and S4 (0.10%). To elucidate the

microstructures and fatigue mechanisms that lead to the

distinctly different fatigue lives, selected samples with

numbers of cycles to failure that vary within two orders

of magnitude in terms of life had been selected. In the
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sections that follow, the grip section microstructure and

fracture surfaces of the Samples S1–S4 are presented.

3.2. Cast microstructure

The as-cast microstructures of samples S1, S3, and S4

are shown in Fig. 2–4. Fig. 2 shows optical images from

a polished cross section of the grip section of samples (a)
Fig. 3. Etched secondary SEM images of the microstructure from the

grip section of samples (a) S1, (b) S3, and (c) S4. The high contrast

images highlight the dendrite structure within the grains. The white

flakes are AlMnSi particles protruding from the specimen surface.

Fig. 4. Overall fracture surfaces of samples S1–S4. The location of the

fatigue crack formation sites are indicated by arrows.
S1, (b) S3, and (c) S4. The low magnification optical

images in Fig. 2 highlight porosity and the granular

structure of the cast specimens. The volume fraction of
porosity is more severe as the sample number increases

from S1 to S4. The average grain size as measured from

the images of samples S1, S3, and S4 in Fig. 2 also in-

creases as the sample number increases (Table 2).

The samples used for optical imaging in Fig. 2 were

etched to reveal additional microstructural features

caused by the solidification of the casting. Fig. 3 shows

high contrast SEM images of samples S1, S3, and S4
after etching. The etching reveals a dendritic structure

within the grains. Based on the Mg–Al phase diagram,

AZ91 Mg should contain a-Mg with trace solid solution

Al and b-Al12Mg17. The dendrite cells are composed of
Table 2

Measured average grain size and secondary dendrite arm spacing for

selected cast Mg specimens

Sample S1 Sample S3 Sample S4

Average grain size (lm) 105 110 140

Average secondary dendrite

arm spacing (lm)

14.7 21.5 22.1



Fig. 5. High magnification images of fatigue crack formation sites for

samples (a) S1, (b) S2, and (c) S3.
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pre-eutectic a-Mg while the interdendritic arms are

decorated by the eutectic b particles within a eutectic a-
Mg. The average secondary dendrite arm spacing of the

different samples was determined by making multiple

measurements with traversing lines as indicated on
Fig. 3(c). The average secondary dendrite arm spacing

for samples S1, S3, and S4 are presented in Table 2.

Analogous to the porosity volume fraction and grain

size, the secondary dendrite arm spacing also increases

from S1 to S3 to S4, although essentially equivalent for

the latter two. Previous work has examined the micro-

structure of cast Mg–Al alloys subjected to various so-

lidification conditions [7]. Die cast Mg–Al alloys
containing about 6% Al (AM60) were found to have a

secondary dendrite arm spacing between 10 and 25 lm
consistent with the present results (Table 2).

3.3. Fatigue crack formation

The overall fracture surfaces of samples S1–S4 are

presented in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the number of cycles to
failure is indicated beneath the corresponding sample

number. An arrow indicates the location of the fatigue

crack nucleation sites on individual samples. Sample S4

has multiple arrows highlighting a large region on the

fracture surface covered by subsurface trapped oxides.

The extremely low number of cycles to failure of sample

S4 is undoubtedly linked to these trapped oxides, which

are found over nearly a third of the fracture surface. The
sites where fatigue cracks formed in samples S1, S2, and

S3 are much more isolated by comparison, as shown by

higher magnification images in Fig. 5. In samples S1 and

S2, nucleation of the dominant fatigue crack formed at

near-surface trapped oxides (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). The sizes

of the trapped oxides were approximately 400 and 800

lm for the S1 and S2 samples, respectively. In sample

S3, near surface fatigue cracks formed within a region of
dispersed porosity that spanned a range of approxi-

mately 700 lm (Fig. 5(c)).

3.4. Fatigue crack growth and fracture

Although the fatigue crack formation sites were no-

ticeably different for samples S1–S4, the mechanisms of

fatigue crack growth and final fracture were indistin-
guishable between specimens as characterized with the

SEM. Consequently, only representative SEM images of

the fatigue and fracture mechanisms from sample S1 are

presented. The mechanisms presented in this section

apply to the other samples as verified by auxiliary SEM

work. Fig. 6 is an image of the overall fracture surface of

sample S1 with indicators of three regions to be exam-

ined in detail with the SEM. The schematic above the
SEM image in Fig. 6 indicates the maximum stress in-

tensity factor, Kmax, for a through-edge crack subjected

to a uniform tensile stress amplitude, Dr=2, of 34 MPa
(E ¼ 45 GPa, Dr=2 ¼ 0:075%) [19]. The K-solution is

only valid up to a crack length to specimen width ratio

of 0.6. Figs. 7–10 present high magnification SEM im-

ages of Regions 1–3 indicated in Fig. 6.

Close to the crack formation site, the fracture surface

in Region 1 is characterized by an extremely flat region

(Fig. 7(a)) covered in fine fatigue striations (Fig. 7(b)
and (c)). Due to the granular and dendritic structure in

the cast Mg, local disruptions in the crack path are

observed at different locations in Region 1. However,

the cracks tend to preferentially grow in a microscale

Mode I fashion cutting straight across the soft dendrite

cells and grains. If the fatigue cracks followed the grain

boundaries, interdendritic arms, or second phases, a

roughness on the order of the average grain size



Fig. 7. Secondary SEM images from Region 1 in Fig. 6. Region 1 is

characterized by a very flat surface covered by fine fatigue striations.

The arrowheads in (a) indicate the locations of images (b) and (c).

Fig. 6. Overall fracture surface of sample S1 indicating the different

regions inspected with SEM. The schematic above indicates the max-

imum stress intensity factor for a through-thickness edge crack sub-

jected to a uniform tensile stress amplitude, Dr=2, of 34 MPa (E ¼ 45

GPa, De=2 ¼ 0:075%).
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(100 lm) or dendrite cell size (15 lm) would be apparent

in Fig. 7(a). On the contrary, the striated flat regions

cover flat areas extending several hundreds of lm�s with
small perturbations in growth at the boundaries.

In Region 2, the fatigue crack path changes to reveal

a more faceted and serrated fracture surface (Fig. 8).
The large facets are on the order of the grain size in this

cast Mg (Fig. 8(a)), while smaller features reveal a ser-

rated fracture mechanism in contrast to continuous fa-

tigue striations through a homogeneous material

(Fig. 8(b)). Although the advancing fatigue crack still

follows a Mode I path on the macroscale, the microscale

path has a preferential path through the microstructure

different than the flat path through the homogeneous
dendrite cells as observed in Region 1. A similar ob-

servation has been made on the fracture surface of cast

AM60 Mg in the fatigued regions farther from the crack

nucleation site [20]. Even farther from the fatigue crack

nucleation site, in Region 3, the fracture surface has an

extremely rough appearance (Fig. 9(a)) with clear evi-

dence of overload failure mechanisms on the microscale

(Fig. 9(b)). Backscatter SEM images show a notably
higher fraction of second phase particles in Region 3

(Fig. 10(b)) compared to Region 1 (Fig. 10(a)), consis-

tent with the propensity of second phase particles to

facilitate the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of

voids during monotonic overload failure.
4. Discussion

Based on the present experimental observations, the

fatigue life in cast Mg may be influenced by the fol-

lowing microstructural features:

1. Largest inclusion/pore size

2. Porosity volume fraction

3. Secondary dendrite arm spacing

4. Grain size
The cast Mg material in this study exhibited poor

HCF resistance because of the relatively high values

(compared to cast aluminum for example) for all of the



Fig. 8. Secondary SEM Images from Region 2 in Fig. 6. Region 2 is

characterized by faceted surfaces and serrated growth patterns. The

arrowhead in (a) indicates the location of image (b).

Fig. 9. Secondary SEM Images from Region 3 in Fig. 7. Region 3 is

characterized by a an extremely rough surface with clear indications of

ductile tearing. The arrowhead in (a) indicates the location of image

(b).
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parameters listed above. However, this observation does

not necessarily imply that the resistance to fatigue scales

inversely with each parameter, or that the parameters

have equivalent importance on the resistance to fatigue.

In fact, some of the above microstructural features scale

together due to solidification mechanisms and a partic-

ular parameter may possibly have a negligible influence

on the fatigue performance. Separating the influence of
the above parameters in a quantitative fashion requires

elimination of specific variables via systematic experi-

mentation [21] or micro-mechanical finite element

modeling [22,23] as has been undertaken for cast Al–Si

materials. In the discussion that follows a rationale is

presented for including or excluding these microstruc-

tural features in predicting fatigue life of cast Mg alloys.

Significant experimental evidence shows that fatigue
life correlates inversely with the size of the fatigue crack

nucleation inclusion/pore in both as-cast [24,25] and

wrought materials [26]. Micro-mechanical finite element
simulations exist to confirm that the driving force for

fatigue crack nucleation from voids and inclusions in-

creases with inclusion size [23]. The size of the fatigue

crack nucleation sites in the cast Mg samples varied

from several hundred microns to several millimeters as

the fatigue life spanned three orders of magnitude

(Fig. 4). In the worst case, distributed fatigue crack
formation sites in the form of oxides spanned nearly a

third of the specimen cross sectional area, resulting in a

representative HCF life of just over 6000 cycles. Further

evidence of the effect of nucleation site size on fatigue

life can be ascertained by comparing samples S1 and S2.

The samples have significantly different lives (Fig. 1) but

also oxide crack nucleation sites that differ in size by a

factor of two, 400 versus 800 lm (Fig. 5). The size of the
porosity crack nucleation site in samples S3 is about

700 lm, nearly the size of the site in samples S2.

Based on our observations and those in the literature

[13], the inclusion size appears that the fatigue crack



Fig. 10. Backscatter SEM Images from (a) Region 1 and (b) Region 3

in Fig. 7. The image from Region 3 shows a notably higher fraction of

MnAlSi particles.
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formation has a first-order influence on the HCF per-

formance of cast Mg. Larger inclusions have a tendency

to form cracks earlier due to more widespread plasticity

[23] and also facilitate a larger initial crack size at the

onset of propagation. Porosity and oxides both serve as

preferential sites for fatigue crack formation; thus, both
should be avoided in high stress regions of the casting.

When porosity and/or oxide formation are unavoidable,

macroscale modeling must be used to quantify fatigue

crack nucleation life from such inhomogeneities, if they

are detectable or predictable using solidification mod-

eling. Commensurate with the present results, the mac-

roscale modeling must account for the size of the

inclusions. Micro-mechanical finite element modeling
can be used to shed light on fatigue crack formation at

inhomogeneities in cast Mg as a function of R-ratio and

strain amplitude [23].

The volume fraction of pores (porosity) has long been

considered an important factor in determining the

strength and ductility of as-cast materials under mono-
tonic loading. Strong correlation is often reported be-

tween porosity and tensile ductility for Al–Mg–Si alloys

[27]. But under HCF loading conditions, the volume

fraction of porosity does not always correlate strongly

with fatigue performance for Al–Si [28]. Rather, the
fatigue life correlates better with the maximum pore/

inclusion size [21,25] if large pores exist. If the pore size

distribution remains the same and pores are spatially

well distributed, HCF crack initiation and growth

mechanisms might then be affected significantly by the

volume fraction of porosity. In the cast Mg samples,

the average porosity was observed to increase (Fig. 2) as

the sample lives decreased. However, the maximum pore
sizes and distributions in specimens S1, S3 and S4 were

quite different.

Secondary dendrite arm spacing and grain size are

microstructural features that have been shown to influ-

ence the overall fatigue life of cast materials. However,

one difficulty is that both the volume fraction of pores

[29] and maximum pore size [21] scale inversely with the

cooling rate, as does the secondary dendrite arm spacing
and grain size. Consequently, the HCF performance of a

material with a relatively large secondary dendrite arm

spacing and grain size will invariably be poor due to the

presence of large pores which facilitate rapid fatigue

crack formation and large initial crack sizes for propa-

gation. However, unlike well-spaced large pores, the

more periodic dendrite and grain boundaries can have

an impact on fatigue performance via crack growth ac-
celeration and retardation, particularly when the cracks

are microstructurally small. For example, previous

studies of fatigue crack growth in cast Al–Si alloys have

clearly shown that the particle laden interdendritic re-

gions act as barriers to small fatigue crack propagation

[31] and hence decelerate small fatigue cracks [32]. Since

a significant portion of the fatigue life can be spent

during small fatigue crack propagation, the dependence
of fatigue crack growth rate on the strength and period

of such barriers is important.

The present experimental results show that fatigue

cracks generally propagate in cast Mg via two different

mechanisms, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Close to the

nucleation site the cracks cut straight across the den-

drites and grains leaving a very flat fracture surface on

the microstructural scale (Fig. 7). As the crack length
increases, the maximum crack tip driving force also in-

creases as shown in Fig. 6. At a higher crack tip driving

force, the fatigue cracks follow a more faceted and ser-

rated fatigue crack path on the microstructural scale

(Fig. 8). On the macroscale, the transition between the

two growth patterns occurs around a maximum crack

tip stress intensity factor of about 3.5 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
at the

center of the specimen, which exists under a plane strain
state (Fig. 7). Our elastic analysis for the stress intensity

is valid, since the applied stress is 35 MPa and the yield

stress is approximately 142 MPa [18]. A transition value
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near 3.5 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
was also discovered during the fatigue

crack growth of circular flaws in cylindrical samples of

cast AM60 Mg [20]. Fatigue crack growth rate curves

for cast AZ91 Mg plotted against the stress-intensity

factor range [18] indicate that 3.5 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
is at the

transition between near threshold and Paris law fatigue

crack growth regimes. Goodenberger and Stephens [18]

performed those tests under R ¼ 0, )1, and )2. A sim-

ilar transition of fatigue crack growth mechanism has

been observed in numerous wrought alloys [33]. The

transition behavior in wrought materials is attributed to

the point when the crack tip damage zone reaches the

size scale of pertinent microstructural inhomogeneities
such as the grain size or second phase particles [33].

Cast Mg alloys contain a significant amount of het-

erogeneities such as pores, grain boundaries, dendrite

arms and cells, and second phases. Results in this study

have shown that the transition in growth modes corre-

sponds to a change in fatigue crack growth mechanism

from striated growth through the cells to serrated

growth across interdendritic regions or grain bound-
aries. Consequently, the growth transition in cast Mg

depends on the ability of the crack tip process zone to

sample a statistically significant fraction of heteroge-

neous features that comprise the interdendritic regions

or grain boundaries. For a cast Mg material with a yield

strength, ry, of 142 MPa [18] and a transition stress

intensity factor of 3.5 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
, the maximum process

zone size can be approximated in plane strain as [19]:

ry ¼
1

6p
Kmax

ry

� �2

� 32 lm: ð1Þ

A maximum process zone of 32 lm is approximately
twice the average secondary dendrite arm spacing and a

third of the average grain size in the sample S1 of cast

Mg (Table 2). Consequently, the transition in growth

mechanisms corresponds to a switch in growth mecha-

nisms from across the dendrite cells to growth through

interdendritic regions, as also observed in cast Al–Si

alloys [30,31]. The interdendritic regions are decorated

with second phases such as b-Al12Mg17 particles, which
can fracture and debond ahead of the crack tip at higher

crack tip driving forces, creating preferential path for

fatigue crack advance under overload conditions.

The fatigue crack growth mechanisms identified here

have ramifications for the development of microstruc-

ture-based life prediction models for cast Mg. To de-

velop such models, future work is necessary to quantify

trends in fatigue crack growth with the microstructure.
Aside from the fatigue crack formation/initiation sites,

pores and oxides were not discovered in the fatigued

region of the fracture surface. Although it is certainly

possible for a fatigue crack to cross a pore or an oxide,

the present findings indicate that they may not be critical

in fatigue crack growth, although they can assist fatigue

crack formation. On the contrary, the dendrite constit-
uents (aluminum, intermetallics, etc.) shave a large in-

fluence on the path of fatigue cracks and consequently

the fatigue crack growth rates during cycling. Future

micro-mechanical modeling efforts must focus on un-

derstanding the explicit role that the dendrite bound-
aries play on crack growth retardation at small crack

sizes. Specific work should focus on quantifying the

effect of secondary dendrite arm spacing on crack

propagation rates.
5. Conclusions

Samples of cast Mg machined from a commercial

high-pressure automotive die-casting were tested until

failure under completely reversed cycling in laboratory

air at room temperature at strain amplitudes ranging

from 0.02% to 0.5%. Initial microstructures and fracture

surfaces of the failed samples were examined with SEM,

and the following observations support these primary

conclusions:
(I) The variability in the fatigue life data in the HCF

regime spans over two orders of magnitude. The

difference in lives for the specimens machined from

the casting is primarily attributed to a difference in

the inclusion size that start fatigue cracks, which

range from several mm to several hundred lm. Sec-

ondary effects may include the influence of average

secondary dendrite arm spacing and average grain
size, which were found to vary from 15–22 and

105–140 lm, respectively. The average secondary

dendrite arm spacing and grain size can influence

fatigue crack propagation rates, particularly in the

microstructurally small fatigue crack regime (cf.

[34]).

(II) At low crack tip driving forces for completely re-

versed straining (Kmax < 3:5 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
), intact parti-

cles and boundaries can act as barriers to fatigue

crack propagation, and consequently the cracks will

tend to avoid the interdendritic regions and pro-

gress through the relatively homogeneous dendrite

cell interiors, leaving a fine striated pattern in this

single-phase region. At high driving forces that cor-

respond to overload conditions (Kmax > 3:5
MPa

ffiffiffiffi
m

p
), fractured particles and inclusion deb-

onding can create weak paths for fatigue crack

propagation, and consequently the cracks will fol-

low the interdendritic regions and leave serrated

markings.
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